Research of the Defect Model Based on Similarity and Association Rule
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Abstract
In order to detect defects efficiently and improve the quality of products, this paper puts forward the concept about defect classification model and defect association model by a lot of defect data. The technology of similarity is applied to defect classification model, and the idea of Knowledge Discovery in Database is applied to defect association model. Defect classification model can analyze the defect efficiently and provides the basis of solving problems quickly while defect association model can be used to detect early and prevent problem, which can make effective improvements to testing and development. This paper summed up GUI defect model based on a large number of interface defects. The model is useful to improve the accuracy of forecast and be used for test planning and implementation through the practice of several projects.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of information technology, the application of computer software is more and more widely. A variety of information products emerged and the requirements of product quality are also increasing. By Analyzing and studying defects, building defect classification model and defect association model can help to find solutions for similar defects quickly and efficiently, which provides a good exploration to improve the quality of product. This paper determine the defect classification model based on similarity techniques by a large number of defect data from testing. Meanwhile, it researches defect association model according to the association rule theory. Through the defect classification model and defect association model, you can classify and solve problem on time. It provide a good recommendation for product development and design. During the testing process, therer are a large of defect data, it is necessary to merge the same or similar defect to the same type of defect for unify solution easily. And more defects can be found by a special defect. So, defects can be effective managed by defect classification model and defect association model [1].

By similar defect recognition, repeated defects or very similar defects can be removed from defect library. Similar problems recognition need to use the knowledge of natural language management to identify the similarity of sentences, so as to achieve the purpose of classification. Defect association analysis can indicate that an emergence of defect may lead to one or the other defects to appear.Defect classification model and defect associate model can improve the quality of products and give a better way to discovery issues [2].

2. Related Similarity Method
For the research on defect classification model, defect description language needs to be analyzed to determine similar descriptions of the defect, then classify defect and form an effective defect library. The research about defect similarity except recognize general words
and expressions, involves lexical analysis in professional field. Therefore, we need to improve algorithm on the basis of common words similarity.

Identification of general words need to calculate primary similarity of a sentence. For sentence similarity computing, the general steps are as follows:

1. Segmentation management to statement
2. Phrase management to statement, calculate similarity about semantic
3. Import syntactic rule, analysis sentence structure
4. Calculate similarity about the semantic of statement
5. For a field composed by a complex sentence, calculating complex sentences or sentence group semantic similarity

For the segmentation management, there are many sophisticate systems such as segmentation system of information retrieval lab. For the management of the phrase should focus on the management of structural analysis. Then calculate similarity of the phrase semantic.

General statements such as general Chinese area of information management, there are many methods of comparing text similarity. The ideas worth learning. Its analysis and introducing word recognition in defects professional area will make us to find a suitable defect similarity comparison method. So that help to classify the problem. The followings are some similarity methods.

Boolean model is used to calculate the similarity of statement with fast speed and high efficiency. But its calculated result is only two values, either the same or different. For some semantically similar words, Boolean model may give wrong judgment [3].

TF*IDF used in the field of information retrieval, the method is a statistical method, only the number of words in the sentence that contains a lot of relate words may be repeated, the effects of this statistical method can be reflected. TF*IDF methods only consider the words statistical properties in the context, without considering the semantic information of the word itself. It also has some limitations [4].

Vector space model is expressed by sequences statements and sentence similarity is calculated by calculating the similarity of lexical between sequences, which is based on their semantic similarity model. It is a good response to the sentence semantic information [5-7].

In this paper, defects similarity computing model based on vector space model was proposed.

3. Related Association Rules

Through a large number of test data, defect distribution can be summed up. We applied association rules of data mining, and studied the relative defects, which can analyze efficiently and prevent product defects, then improve product quality.

Association rules reflect the relationship among data or is a study whether the generation of a data can speculate the generation of another data. Data association reflect the relationship in Database. The association degree can be expressed through support and confidence. Thus, finding the relationship among data in the transaction database is the mining purposes of association rule [8-10].

Association rules in a transaction database are defined as follows [8-12]:

**Definition 1-1:** Let \( I = \{i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_n\} \) be a collection of items, the transaction database \( D = \{t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n\} \) is a series of transactions with a unique identifier TID. Each transaction corresponds to a subset of I. The collection of items called itemsets.

**Definition 1-2:** Suppose \( I_1 \subseteq I \), the support of itemset \( I_1 \) in the data set D is the percentage of I from transactions that contain \( I_1 \), that means,

\[
\text{support}(I_1) = \frac{||\{t \in D | I \subseteq t\}||}{||D||}
\]
Definition 1-3: For itemset I and transaction database D, all meet user-specified Minsupport itemsets in T, which is greater than or equal to Minsupport nonempty subset of I, is the frequent itemsets or large itemsets. Frequent itemsets that do not include other elements from frequent itemset is called maximum frequent itemsets or maximum itemset.

Definition 1-4: In I and D, the definition of association rules, such as $I_1 \Rightarrow I_2$ can be presented as credibility or confidence. The so-called of rules’ confidence is the ratio of number of transactions that include $I_1, I_2$ and the number of transactions that include $I_1$. That is,

$$\text{confidence}(I_1 \Rightarrow I_2) = \frac{\text{support}(I_1 \cup I_2)}{\text{support}(I_1)}$$

Where $I_1, I_2 \subseteq I, I_1 \cap I_2 = \phi$.

Definition 1-5: Strong association rules is association rules with D on I which meet minimum support and minimum confidence. Commonly association rules generally refers to the strong association rules as defined above.

4. Defect Classification and Association Model

Now, we study a new defect model, which is derived from the defect analysis and summary. This defect model plays an important role in the discovery of more defects. The defect model proposes efficient improvement to the development and testing process, and improve the product quality much better. Defect model is concerned with applying the similarity theory and the idea of the Knowledge Discovery in Database. It is the result of summing up defect distribution, using association rules and analyzing relationship, which can be used as the theoretical basis for the development improvement [13-14].

4.1. Defect Classification Model Definition

Defect similarity calculation model is based on vector space model shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Defect Similarity Calculation Model Based on the Vector Space
Firstly, the similarity between defect A and defect B is defined as a value in \([0,1]\), where 0 represents no similarity, 1 represents completely similar, the larger value indicates the more similar they are.

A sentence that states defect issue can be expressed as a vector \(T = < T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n >\), among which \(T_i\) represents a single word after separate words management in defect sentences, these words are mainly nouns, verbs, adjectives and numerals, the sentence’s semantic information is described mainly by the part of speech of these types of word.

The main idea of word-based similarity model is: First calculate the words’ semantic similarity in the statements, and then through semantic similarity calculate defect statement similarity, so that the rich semantic information can be taken into account. The similarity between sentence T and sentence \(T'\) can be obtained by their similarity matrix \(M_{TT}^{\prime}\), as shown in Equation (1).

\[
M_{TT'} = \begin{bmatrix}
    s(x_1, y_1) & s(x_1, y_2) & \cdots & s(x_1, y_m) \\
    s(x_2, y_1) & s(x_2, y_2) & \cdots & s(x_2, y_m) \\
    \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
    s(x_n, y_1) & s(x_n, y_2) & \cdots & s(x_n, y_m)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(1)

Where, \(s(x_i, y_i)\) represents the semantic similarity of word \(x_i\) and word \(y_i\), each row of the matrix represents the semantic similarity of a word in sentence T and each word in sentence \(T'\).

Suppose \(w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_n\) respectively denotes the weights of \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n\) in sentence T, take the maximum value of each row or each column in the matrix, that is seeking the maximum semantic similarity of a word in sentence T and each word in sentence \(T'\). Will matrix \(M_{TT'}\) compress to one-dimensional, and then weighted averages to these maximum, as shown in Equation (2). So we can get the weighted semantic similarity \(X_{TT'}\) between sentence T and sentence \(T'\).

\[
X_{TT'} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (w_i \cdot \max(s(x_i, y_1), s(x_i, y_2), \cdots, s(x_i, y_m))))}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i}
\]

(2)

According to the given similarity, we can determine similar types of defects, thereby to classify the defects.

### 4.2. Defect Association Model

Relative analysis informs that a happening of one defect may incur another or many other defects occur. For example, the problem of ‘interface displaying’ is associated with ‘interface indication problems’, ‘consistency problems’ and ‘boundary problems’.

In order to confirm the defect association model and quantify the defect classes, the test object’s version is defined as transaction set T and the defect category set is defined as set I at first. Then the association defect each defect model corresponds is determined. After the transaction database D is generated and the minimum support degree and minimum confidence
threshold value are given, by applying the Apriori algorithm the frequent item set and the association rule will be obtained at last.

We focus on the strong association rules which set D meets the rules for minimum support degree and minimum confidence degree of set I.

Association Rule Mining is searching for a process satisfying the minimum support degree and minimum confidence degree. The support degree and confidence degree are the ones that are useful and meaningful.

This paper will quantify different versions of each test object, and finally get the transaction database D. Then define two thresholds as follows: Minimum support degree (min_sup) and Minimum confidence coefficient (min_conf).

Confidence degree measures the rule’s intensity while the support degree measures the turn up frequency of the rule. A larger confidence degree and a smaller support degree can be applied to typical cases.

Thus, steps to determine association model are as follows:
1) Determine the association rule X in defect classification database
2) Ensure a condition that X.support>=min_sup
3) Ensure a condition that X.confidence>=min_conf

At last obtain the defect set’s strong relation set which is the defect association model we want.

5. A Case of GUI Defect Model

This piece, applying the analysis model discussed above based on a typical GUI’s test result, concludes a GUI defect model.

5.1. Definition of Defect Classifying

This step mainly focuses on settling and analyzing the data source. These data, which is the defect set, are the total defects by using several methods such as testing. By fully analyzing the description of these defects, extracting the useful information, classifying and building up the defect model species, calculating the similarity of each two defects according to the Equation (1) and Equation (2). First define the minimum similarity MinSim and combine two defects which similarity is larger than MinSim, then get a minimum defect classification set, finally, construct a preliminary frame of model [15].

This piece matched the defect similarities according to the defect data of GUI test result. This defect set is \( D = \{d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n\} \), where \( n=50 \). By applying (1) and (2), the similarity is calculated. We defined MinSim as 80% in this model. Then the defects whose similarity above 80% is classified to one set, formed a minimum defect classification set. After classified the problem types and problem distribution, calculated the similarity degree, an GUI defect classification table is showed as Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. GUI Defect Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Term</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2. Defect Association Model

The process to determine the defect association model is a process of data mining. Set the product version as transaction set T, quantized defect as item set I and construct a transaction database D. After the threshold values of minimum support and minimum confidence support are given, frequent item sets and association rule will be generated by applying Apriori arithmetic. We focus on the strong association rule which is the rule satisfying the minimum support and minimum confidence coefficient D on I.

This paper quantized 26 versions of the test object and obtained transaction database D. Two threshold values are defined as follows according to previous experiences.

a) Minimum support degree (min_sup) = 38% 

b) Minimum confidence coefficient degree (min_conf) = 68%

37 rules are obtained by using Apriori arithmetic. In order to facilitate the analysis results, the digit results were turned to be specific problems. Then based on the constraints such as a strong association rule should include a minimum support degree which is 38% and a minimum confidence degree which is 68%, decide whether the output association rule is strong association rule, result is showed in Figure 2 [16].

The horizontal axis represents the quantized rule while the vertical axis represents confidence degree or support degree. In Figure 2, 22 strong association rules are obtained by calculating the output satisfying min_sup and min_conf. For the association rule of 'interface display problem' => 'interface indication problem', its confidence is 70%, the support degree is 43%, which indicates the probability that both 'interface indication problem' and 'interface indication problem' occurs is 70%, while the probability is 43% that 'interface indication problem' may occur when 'interface display problem' occurs. Thus we mainly focus on these associations.

The confidence degree of the 31st association rule in Figure 2 is 100% and the support degree does not satisfy the minimum support degree, hence it is not a strong association rule. But when precondition occurs, the consequence rule always appears. It’s appropriate to focus more on consequence rule when precondition occurs. Despite it is not a strong association rule and the support degree doesn’t reach a defined minimum support degree, but a high confidence coefficient degree can also reflect an important association problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Defect types</th>
<th>Defect associations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interface display problem</td>
<td>Interface indication problem, consistency problem, boundary problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface indication problem</td>
<td>Interface display problem, consistency problem, boundary problem, messy codes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messy Versions</td>
<td>Interface display problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphical inconsistency</td>
<td>Interface indication problem, consistency problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learnability problem</td>
<td>Interface display problem, Interface indication problem, boundary problem, Consistency problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary problem</td>
<td>Interface display problem, Interface indication problem, Consistency problem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency problem</td>
<td>Interface display problem, Interface indication problem, Boundary problem, Graphical inconsistency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Result on Association Rule

Table 2. GUI Defect Association Model
According to the research on frequent set and strong association rule above, defect types and descriptions for these types are concluded into a corresponding table which forms a defect association model, as in Table 2, which lists the defect association with user’s interface. Eligible defects and its associations will be listed in the model and defect distribution and defect association can be known from this.

Association analysis indicates that a problem may lead to one or the other problems to appear. Such as ‘interface display problem’ associates with ‘interface indication problem’, ‘consistency problem’, ‘boundary problems’ etc.

6. Conclusion

This paper based on vector space similarity calculation model and the association rules technic for data mining, by researching large amount of defect data, proposes a defect classifying method and a defect association model. In this way, not only the defect analyzing efficiency is improved but also based on defect association model, pertinent suggestions for software testing and designing will be presented. Further study will continuously work on specializing the similarity of terminologies that describe defects and keep on researching other defect associations as well.
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